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Welcome to our ninth edition of the Kenton & District
U3A Magazine. I would like to thank everyone who has
so kindly submitted articles and photos for this edition
and hope you enjoy reading it. It is three years now since we started the KU3A,
and this has been a very successful year, as you will see from our Chair, Howard
Goldstein’s report below.
We hope to continue to attract new members and
increase our list of interesting and stimulating activities. A big ‘Thank You’ as usual
to Aime Levy for enabling me to produce this Magazine.
Please continue to send in your contributions. This is your Magazine and your
chance to voice your thoughts, comments and ideas.
Marlene Knepler - Editor

Editorial

Message from the Chair

2016/17 has been another highly successful year for Kenton & District U3A. Membership
figures have remained more or less stable, our financial position has improved under Anita’s
watch and our programme has expanded.
The Art and IT groups have restarted, attendances at Current Affairs, English Literature
and Monthly Walks have steadily increased and although the History of Democracy came
to a natural end, we have a number of new start ups: The Magic of the Musicals, Healthy
Living and Public Speaking. Eva and Diana have organised numerous successful Gallery
and Theatre Outings and Louise and Richard have arranged several very enjoyable and
interesting visits to “Quirky locations”, with more on the way. Gerald’s Music Appreciation
group continues to prosper, as does Cookery. I am sure you will all agree that John Bishop
has arranged a procession of excellent Monthly Meeting speakers. Thanks to Marlene and
Aime our Magazine continues to impress and has even received praise from our National
Office.
There have been many more activities too numerous to mention, but I believe all in all we
provide excellent value for the new Annual Subscription charge of £35. None of this happens
by chance though. A great deal of planning and organisation is invested in trying to ensure
that all our activities run smoothly. In this respect I am again particularly grateful to John
Maund and Peter Rummer for handling our technology, and in Peter’s case also supervising
our ever more complex Diary of Events; to Diana and Judith for dealing with Membership
and Secretarial issues and to John Graveling for taking over the Publicity brief. Of course,
many more have contributed to our success, either as Group Facilitators, Management
Committee, organising Refreshments or providing assistance for one off events and to all
of these we owe a debt of gratitude for their time and commitment. Hopefully, in the future
more members will step forward and take on various responsibilities.
I also think it pertinent to thank the Century Bowling Club, who have recently extended our
tenancy for another 12 months, for their ongoing cooperation and assistance.
2017/18 will be my final year as “Chair” as the National Constitution prohibits anyone serving
more than 3 years as a U3A Officer. It will though be my continued aim to build on our very
considerable past achievements and to encourage you to play a more active part in what
is after all your organisation.
Howard Goldstein (May, 2017)

Speaker’s Report by John Bishop
In November our speaker was Sarah Ellis
from West London Waste Management who
talked about waste disposal and recycling.
Although this may not sound very exciting,
there was a large audience and a lot of detailed
questions to the speaker. As a result Sarah did
not get through all of her presentation, but she
will be making a return visit in November of
this year, which was requested by both her and
those who were present.

Sarah Ellis - Nov 2016

December there was no speaker as our venue – the Bowling Club is closed over
the Christmas period.
In January we were very fortunate to secure the services
of Lord John Dyson. John has now retired, but when he
was working, he was Master of the Rolls, which is one
of the highest legal positions in this country; he was also
a senior judge. John talked about his life in the judiciary,
and needless to say his talk was very informative and
very interesting. It was also easy to follow, as he did not
baffle us with legal jargon.
In February, we had a return
speaker – Christine Coates, who
Lord John Dyson
is also a Kenton U3A member.
Jan 2017
Christine gave a very interesting
and detailed analysis of the Grunwick dispute (see Article
on P.10) which was 40 years old last year. The strike itself
lasted nearly 2 years (693 days), and was at a time when
industrial relations in this country
reached a low ebb, and nationally one
strike was being followed by another.

Christine Coates -

Grunwick - Feb 2017
March we had a real treat. Brad
Ashton a comedy writer for such famous comedians as
Groucho Marx, Les Dawson, Tommy Cooper, Dick Emery,
Benny Hill and Bruce Forsyth talked almost non-stop for
over an hour on writing humour. He knew all the comedians
intimately and his talk entitled “Laughs of a life-time” was
Brad Ashton exactly that. It was a shame we had to stop him, as he was
March 2017
very funny and highly amusing, but we hope he will make a
return appearance at some date in the future.
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Helga Wolff - April 2017

April saw us addressed by Helga Wolff. Helga, like
Christine is a Kenton U3A member, and she is 93 and as
lucid and as mentally agile as anyone . Helga talked about
her “life’s long journey”. It was not possible to cram such
a “journey” into one hour, but we hope Helga will return
and that part 2 of her fascinating life will be revealed at a
later date. Her memory for detail was truly amazing, and
left most, if not all of us, in awe.
Overall, in the past few months, we have had speakers on
a variety of topics, and been very fortunate because we
have had speakers of very high quality. The programme for
the rest of the year is taking shape, but please check the
website for the latest update.

z
As mentioned in John’s Speakers’ Report, Helga Wolff entranced us at our April Monthly
meeting with her wonderful life-story. Please find below another piece by Helga about
her school in Frankfurt. Helga is quite a prolific author and her paperback books are
available from Amazon. Her e-books can be bought from Amazon Kindle:
No Longer Strangers 1995, 2nd edition 2015 – Autobiography
Backdrop London and other Stories – 2013
Her Sister Bella and other Stories – 2016
A Fairy Tale and other Stories – 2017
The above selection of stories describe the human condition; highlighting courage and
endurance against all odds. The fictional portraits have been inspired by the people Helga
has met and her personal experience, during her long and interesting life.

Unsung Heroes
Our teachers in the Philantropin in Frankfurt on Main, the Jewish grammar school
in which I was enrolled in 1933, had been excluded from the State Teaching Corps;
pupils had been banned from attending State schools with the Christian friends they
had made some four years previously.
Dr.Otto Driesen, my headmaster, a short, dapper man was extremely forwardlooking. He added two English teachers to the staff who prepared the top classes for
the then university entrance exam - later replaced by ‘A’ levels - to enable students
to go to universities in England. With his French-born wife he relocated in France.
Sadly, their fate is unknown after the Germans had invaded the country.
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Because of the increasing animosity towards Jews our teachers created a
harmonious atmosphere between staff and students: we felt safe inside the
Philantropin while outside danger was always lurking.
Rabbi Dr. Leopold Neuhaus used to squat with his heavy, broad body on a
chair in front of our desks, always wearing a black hat with a wide brim. He was
our class teacher and, in spite of the traumatic time we lived in, he stressed
repeatedly that we should always treat everyone as equals whatever their race,
colour of their skin or religion. He remained in the school until the spring of 1942
with a few other members of staff who valiantly continued to impart knowledge
to the 900 remaining pupils. They were loaded into cattle trucks which ferried
them to the camps. Miraculously he survived; after the war he became the Head
of Frankfurt’s Jewish Welfare Centre until he emigrated to the States in 1946
By Helga Wolff

COOKERY CORNER with Vivien Spiteri
Oriental Salmon & Broccoli tray bake

310 kcals. Serves 4

Method:

Ingredients:

1. Heat oven to 180 C/160 Cfan/gas 4
Put salmon in a large roasting tin, leaving
space between each fillet.
2. Wash and drain the broccoli and, while
still wet, arrange in the tin around the
fillets.
Pour the lemon juice over everything, then
add the lemon quarters.
3. Top with half the spring onions, drizzle
with a little olive oil and bake in oven for
14 mins. Remove from oven, sprinkle
everything with the soy sauce, then return
to oven for 4 mins more until the salmon is
cooked through. Sprinkle with the
remaining spring onions.

4 skin-on salmon fillets
1 head broccoli, broken into florets
Juice half lemon, other half quartered
Small bunch spring onions, sliced
A little olive oil, to drizzle
Two tbsp. Light soy sauce

I cook with wine. Sometimes I even add it to the food.
W.C. Fields
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Oeufs au lait (these little French vanilla-custard puddings are deliciously creamy
and low in fat)

Ingredients:

Method:

Butter for greasing
425 ml. / 14 fl.oz milk
85gr/3 oz. Caster sugar
1 sachet vanilla sugar or 1 tsp
vanilla extract
2 eggs

1. Butter four ramekins about 150 ml. Each.
Heat oven to 160C/140Cfan/gas 3. Have a
roasting tin ready, put the kettle on.
2. Pour the milk into a pan with the sugar and
vanilla. Bring gently to the boil, stirring to
dissolve the sugar. Remove from the heat and
cool for a few minutes.
3. In a large bowl, beat the eggs until frothy.
Slowly whisk in the cooled milk. Set ramekins
in roasting tin and divide the custard among
them. Pour hot water round ramekins to come
half way up the sides. Bake for 20 mins until
just set, then cool and chill before serving.

Visit to the Crick Institute by Judith Littman
On Tuesday 7th February 2017 the Crick Institute invited members of the U3A to
a talk entitled “Cancer … The Story So Far” and I managed to get tickets for my
husband, Paul and myself by booking as soon as I knew it was taking place. The
Crick Institute is now housed in a state of the art building behind the British Library
at St Pancras. The building was completed in August 2016 and to quote from their
leaflet, “The Francis Crick Institute is a biomedical discovery institute dedicated to
understanding the fundamental biology underlying health and illness”. Biologists,
physicists, chemists and clinicians work together at the Crick Institute in an interdisciplinary way to help understand why disease develops and to translate this into
new ways to prevent, diagnose and treat illnesses such as cancer, heart disease,
strokes, infections and neurodegenerative diseases.Today’s talk, introduced by U3A
chair Pam Jonas, was given by Dr Caroline Hill, group leader of the Developmental
Signalling Laboratory and by Dr Daniel Miller, a postdoctoral researcher in the same
laboratory. Dr Hill gave an overview of the different types of cancer, how tumours
may be triggered and she spoke about the various treatments used today: surgery,
radiotherapy, chemotherapy, targeted therapies and immunotherapy, the latter being
the newest form of treatment.
Dr Miller spoke more specifically about his own work in the laboratory on cells in the
body and how they interact and communicate with each other. He explained that
much of his research involves the use of zebrafish, with whom humans share 70 per
cent of gnomes.
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presentations, easily
understood by lay
people. Plenty of
time was allowed for a
question and answer
session at the end
of the talks. Topics
included the impact of
Brexit on the Institute,
given the international
teams in many of the
departments and the
funding from Europe;
collaboration and interaction with pharmaceutical companies; and questions about
the latest therapies.
The session ended with tea/coffee in the hall where there was an exhibition on “How
do we look?” displaying detailed biomedical images in full colour taken by the Crick
scientists in their labs, using the latest state of the art high resolution microscopes.
The hall, a high-vaulted atrium, also afforded a view of the entire inside of the
building showing walkways between the floors of offices and laboratories. We were
informed that the design of the building included specific collaboration spaces to
encourage staff from different disciplines to meet in order to exchange and share
ideas. As Pam Jonas said in her closing remarks thanking the Crick Institute for
hosting this event we were all very privileged to have had the opportunity of visiting
this prestigious institute and hearing about its work.
The Crick Institute has a programme of exhibitions open to the general public – I
would recommend you take the time to visit.
Judith Littman

Visit to Museum of Brands: 5 January 2017
Our visit to the Museum of Brands, Packaging and Advertising in Ladbroke Grove
was a delightful trip down memory
lane.
On arrival the 24 of us had
an introductory talk about the
museum. We heard about how
the curator and driving force,
Robert Opie, got interested in
starting his collection which now
includes over 12,000 items of
brands, packs, posters, adverts,
fads, fashions and toys (much of
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it sadly in storage in two
warehouses). We also
learned about how wellloved brands evolved
through their creative
use of packaging and
advertising and heard
the back stories on some
of the items that had
been donated.
We then split up and
toured the museum. The
highlight was wending
our way through the
wonderful ‘time tunnel’.It
provided an overview of the design and brands development and revealed the
history of consumer culture decade by decade from the Victorian era right up to
today. Each decade of the twentieth and twenty-first century was catered for but
we particularly lingered at and enjoyed the cabinets relating to the era of our youth,
reminiscing and thrilling over displays of comics, sweets, breakfast cereals, soap
powders, toys, board games etc from the 1940s, 50s and 60s.. There were so many
things that were ‘daily items’ that we’d forgotten about and the memories came
flooding back.
In another area of the museum a number of brands, like Fairy Liquid, Heinz
Baked Beans and Cadbury’s Dairy Milk, were arranged to highlight the changes
to their packaging over many years and banks of radios and record players
were on show so we could see how they had changed. Many of us recognised
our own radios from 50/ 60 years ago and longer. This was an interesting
and nostalgic visit - a great opportunity to see how packaging and branding
has changed over the years as well as having the chance to remember lots of
products, events and toys from our childhood,
Louise Bennett
Photos by Geoff Wolfson

“A visit to a museum is a search for
beauty, truth, and meaning in our lives.
Go to museums as often as you can.”
artist Maira Kalman at TEDxMet
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Creative writing
Wheels of the bike go round and round
by Rita Sinha
I will always remember
the bike we had as children in
India. It was a Raleigh bike which
my father had bought sometime
in the 1950’s. He had told us that
he had bought it to go to work
on, when he had started work in
Calcutta, after independence. “It
was made in England,” he used
to tell everybody very proudly.
It really was a great bike for the
times. It was olive green and
light brown (not the usual black),
with lovely lights front and back,
adjustable seat height, and a
great sounding bell.
My brother, sister and I all learned to ride on that bike. It was actually a man’s
bicycle, but that didn’t matter, my sister and I both learnt to get on and off it like
boys.
My father made sure that we kept it clean and washed the tyres, if we had
ridden it through mud. He made sure his “batman” oiled it from time to time. It was
really well maintained.
The bike was something we all treasured and fought over. We worked out so
many timetables as to whose turn it was to ride it on which day. I can’t even begin to
count how many arguments we had, based on turns to ride the bike that day.
Several years later, when we were quite grown up, something strange and sad
happened. Strange sounds woke me in the middle of the night; a sort of a muffled
thumping and scratching. I got very scared and didn’t know what to do. I kept still
hoping the sounds would go away, but they didn’t. I woke up my sister, who slept in
the same room as me. She also got scared. We crept into our parent’s room, which
was attached to ours and woke them up. My father told us to stay quiet, and then
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went into the living room, he switched on the lights and surprised a man standing
there with a bag on his shoulder. When he saw my father, he dropped it and jumped
out of the window on to the back verandah, where the Raleigh bike was kept. Before
we could do anything, the thief had jumped onto it and rushed away at full speed.
My father woke the servants up in their quarters, but they were not quick
enough. We called the police, but by the time they came the man and bike had
gone. Fortunately, the radio, some silver spoons and ornaments the thief had
packed in the bag were left behind and undamaged. A police report was filed, but
they were unable to catch the thief. However, the bike was found several days later
in a roadside ditch a few miles away from our home. The thief might have ridden
into the ditch in the dark. The bike was a bit damaged, but soon fixed and looking
splendid again. We don’t know what happened to the thief and we could not care
less, we were thrilled to have got our bike back!
My brother in India, still has the Raleigh. His son learned to ride on the bike
and he still looks after it now even though hardly anyone ever rides it. I wonder if his
grandchildren will also learn to ride on that wonderful bike – if it still works!
Rita Sinha

SHADES OF CREATIVITY

Published by Kenton & District U3A, 2016
ISBN 978-0-9928796-4-8
The CREATIVE WRITING group, under the guidance
of Paul Burns, has produced an e-book anthology of
their stories, “Shades of Creativity” which is free from
the website or you can buy the Kindle version from
Amazon for c. £2.25.
If you download it from the website, please make
a small donation to St. Luke’s Hospice via the web
page set up for this by the Creative Writing group.

Pjs – Rosemary Wolfson;

Musical Moments – Rita Sinha;

My Dad – Vivien Spiteri;

Boxes – Esther Lipton;

The Wall – Howard Goldstein;

The Distant Road – Christine Zincke;

Take Care of Me – Anita Maund; The Grim Eaters – Paul Burns
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Grunwick Strike 1976-1978 by Christine Coates
On February 22, I gave a short talk to Kenton U3A Group about the Grunwick Strike
- the story of a group of mainly Asian women working in a small film processing
company in Willesden, who took strike action against their
poor pay and conditions. They won support from tens of
thousands of other people, made dramatic headlines and
brought daily scenes of emotion and violence to our TV
screens. It was an extraordinary event in local history and
I have been involved in various activities to mark the 40th
anniversary, especially the historical exhibition in Willesden
Central Library, organised with the cooperation of Brent
Archives.
The 1970s saw a period of major industrial unrest as
Unions fought to maintain the value of wages against
high inflation. Women also took action to make their new
legislative rights to equal pay and opportunities a reality.
Pay and conditions in Grunwick were poor and during the
August 1976 heatwave, some workers walked out in protest against bullying and
compulsory overtime; 130 others followed them and joined the APEX union, which
the company refused to recognise. Local postal workers boycotted Grunwick’s mail
and there was huge support from other trade unionists, thousands travelling to
Willesden to stand with them on the picket line. At that time, I was very active in a
women’s rights group in Brent Women’s Centre and we attended the early morning
picket line on one day each week.
In 1977, there were a series of mass pickets and the
biggest show of solidarity came on July 11, when nearly
20,000 supporters, including dockers, print, steel and rail
workers surrounded the factory. The police were criticised
for their aggressive tactics and there were more than
550 arrests during the strike. Two official reports - from
the Advisory, Conciliation & Arbitration Service and Lord
Scarman’s Court of Inquiry - backed the strikers’ claims
and recommended union recognition, but the Grunwick
management ignored them and there was no way to
enforce their recommendations. Under pressure from the
Labour Government, union support seeped away and the
strike ended in July 1978.
The strike was a failure – a union was not established in Grunwick and none of the
strikers were re-instated - but trade unions began to address their own institutional
racism and sexism and have taken steps to improve representation for women
and ethnic minority workers within their structures. The Grunwick strikers and their
charismatic leader, Jayaben Desai, became inspirational figures for other women
and Asian workers.
Christine Coates
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QUIRKY VISITS
Organised by Louise Bennett and Richard Rumsey

MUSICAL MUSEUM

On 2nd March 2017 an excited group of Kenton U3A members made their way to
an extraordinary Museum, situated in Brentford, Middlesex. This was the Musical
Museum which contains one of the world’s foremost collections of automatic musical
instruments. From the tiniest of clockwork Musical Boxes to the Mighty Wurlitzer,
the collection embraced a comprehensive array of sophisticated reproducing pianos,
orchestrions, orchestrelles, residence organs and violin players.
Our group were treated to refreshments in the concert hall before our very
knowledgeable guide took us round the amazing collection and demonstrated the
instruments. The Musical Museum was founded with the particular intention that the
instruments should be heard as well as seen. We were therefore treated to a ‘live’
demonstration where the exhibits were explained and then set in motion.
The original collection was assembled
by the late Frank Holland, M.B.E. in
1963 in St. George’s Church, Brentford
High Street. In the early days it was
very much a ‘One Man Band’ but today
his collection lives on, delighting visitors
from all over the world.
The Museum traced the history
of automatic musical instruments.
Nowadays, at the touch of a button, we are so used to hearing any type of music,
reproduced with amazing fidelity that it is hard to imagine what it must have been
like before the advent of radio, TV and hi-fi. Hundreds of years ago most people
never heard an orchestra, concert pianist or opera singer during their whole lifetime.
The local village band, the church choir or perhaps a trip to the Music Hall would
form the total of the average person’s contact with the world of music.
For about a period of 50 years, until the arrival of radio, electronic recording
techniques and ‘talking pictures’ in the late 1920’s, automatic musical instruments
were produced in huge numbers and reached fantastic levels of sophistication.
This is a fascinating museum to visit and we were lucky to have a most stimulating
and interesting guided tour. There is a musical themed gift shop and a programme
of concerts, talks and special events, which can be accessed on the museum’s
website
Marlene Knepler
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VISIT TO THE BEEFEATER GIN DISTILLERY
Our Quirky London visit to the Beefeater Gin Distillery in Kennington on 4th May,
2017 was informative and entertaining.
After a friendly welcome from the staff we
spent time walking at our own pace through
a well presented and atmospheric museum/
exhibition about the history of gin from 1700
and the process of making it, with attentiongrabbing displays and videos. We were
then met by our guide, who took us through
the steps involved in making Beefeater Gin
now and in the past. This included smelling,
touching and tasting the main ingredients
like orange peel and juniper berries. We
had no idea there were so many. Next our
guide took us into the actual room where
the stills are. We were amazed to see just
how much Beefeater Gin is made for the
whole World on the premises in just 5 big
stills and 2 small ones.
Photo Peter Rummer

The tour ended up with a leisurely tasting G and T or
soft drink in the visitors’ bar while our enthusiastic guide carried on answering our
questions. Afterwards, most of us retired to a local hostelry for an enjoyable pub
lunch – though no more gin and tonics!
Louise Bennett

Two more Quirky Visit Photos

Beefeater Gin
Musical Museum
Mighty Wurlitzer
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RAMBLING GROUP
I have decided on a bit of a theme this year. Instead of the usual canals, rivers
and countryside walks I have settled on Historic London with Heath and parkland
overtures!
February 2017
Foul weather prevented us from doing the January walk so the first walk was
Hampstead and the Vale of Health on February 19th. This took us just across
the road from Hampstead towards St. John’s Church which was a model for the
churchyard in Bram Stoker’s Dracula. Here rest in peace such notables as John
Harrison who invented the Longitude Clock and the painter John Constable and his
family.
Hugh Gaitskell the Labour leader and Jane Austen’s aunt as well as the Llewelyn
boys who were the inspiration for Peter Pan are also buried here.
On Frognal we passed the house where Charles de Gaulle lived from 1940-1942.
The area around here is noted for literary and artistic residents - Robert Louis
Stevenson, George Romney, John Constable, John Galsworthy author of the
Forsythe Saga and even Sting.
Coming to Jack Straw’s Castle he of the 14th century Peasants revolt not our
erstwhile former Foreign Secretary, we learn this is no longer a pub but a spa.
Dickens, Wilkie Collins, William Thackeray and Karl Marx all frequented here.
Walking down past the Pergola and Hill Garden we settled on the Old Bull and Bush
pub (made famous by the music hall song) for lunch. People came to Hampstead to
get away from the dirt and soot of London and this was a popular spot for Cockneys
at the weekend,
Then on to the Vale of Health a secluded part of the Castle, where Londoners
came to escape the Plague of 1665 and the Great Fire a year later. The river Fleet
supplies the pond here as well as the other Hampstead ponds. This is a spot very
popular with walkers, runners and dog walkers. Finally, down Wells Walk and back
to the tube.
March 2017
March 19th walk was the rescheduled January walk through London
Docklands starting from Tower Hill. First stop was St. Katharine’s dock opened
in 1828 to accommodate the growing trade from the Empire. The distinguished
engineer Thomas Telford was commissioned to design the docks and his original
footbridge has been saved as an exhibit.
The dock provided a secure unloading area free from river piracy. It specialised in
luxury goods such as ivory, spices, wine, perfumes and marble.
It is now an elegant marina surrounded by restaurants, shops, cafes and the famous
Dickens Inn.
Past St. Katharine’s dock we joined the Thames Path. Here the river is overlooked
by the many buildings which house expensive flats built during the 1980s
redevelopments.
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Further along the Thames Path we came to the Hermitage basin formerly a holding
area for the ships waiting to unload but now with restored Georgian houses lining it.
The Town of Ramsgate pub survives to this day. This is where Captain Bligh and
Fletcher Christian drank before their ill-fated voyage. Captain Bligh lived in one of
the adjacent streets now demolished.
The Admiralty hanged pirates and smugglers by nearby Wapping Old Stairs for
400 years up until 1800. The most famous unfortunate was Captain William Kidd
who originally worked for the Admiralty but decided to branch out and rob French
ships for his own benefit. Hanging Judge Jeffries was captured here in 1688 and
died in the Tower a year later.
Our walk finished by Tobacco dock where there are two replicas of ships, one an
18th century merchant ship and the other an American schooner captured during
the 1812-1814 Anglo-American war.
Kevin O’Doherty

Hamptead Walk
Rambling Group

Docklands Walk - Rambling Group

Docklands Walk - Rambling Group
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New Interest Groups
We are delighted to announce the start of 3 new interest groups:
MAGIC OF THE MUSICALS - SPEAKING IN PUBLIC – HEALTHY LIVING

MAGIC OF THE MUSICALS – Presented by Mike Morrow
Stage musicals are the most popular form of theatre performed in the UK and
America today.
At any time, over three quarters of West End theatre will be presenting one kind of
musical entertainment or another. Musicals derive from many sources, including
opera, folk songs, tavern entertainment, music, operetta and suchlike. The earliest
musical is generally regarded as THE BEGGAR’S OPERA by Gay, which was
written as a parody on the overblown Italianate operas of the day by Handel among
others.
Is there a simple definition of a ‘musical’? Many will talk about the Golden Age
of the Hollywood Musical, with performers such as Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers,
Gene Kelly, Judy Garland and so many more. Then there are composers such
as Gershwin, Porter, Berlin, Rogers & Hammerstein, Kern, Sondheim, while not
forgetting our own Novello, Wilson, Lloyd Webber and above all G & S. But these
names but scratch the surface.
Mike’s sessions will explore the many different types of musical based mainly on
extensive video clips from the early 1900’s onwards. Anything you might like, wish
to discuss or see again after many years can be included. After all, as one great
show says, ANYTHING GOES!
Mike has been running this course at the Harrow U3A for many years. The
course started at 10.00 a.m. on Tuesday, 25th April and 23rd May, 2017 at the
Century Bowling Club and will continue after the summer on the fourth Tuesday in
September.
SPEAKING IN PUBLIC – Presented by Ruth Vishnick
Ruth is a long-term member of Harrovians Speaking Club and she will lead a 3session course at
10.00 a m. at the Century Bowling Club on Fridays, 12th May, 9th June & 14thJuly
2017.
Ruth ran this popular course at Harrow U3A, covering
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· How to be 'comfortable’ speaking in public
· How to recognise ‘good’ and ‘not so good’ public speaking
· And, to evaluate each other’s speeches
Do come and join Ruth’s course if you would like to improve your confidence in
speaking in Public.

HEALTHY LIVING – Presented by Dr. Sonia Sassoon
Sonia is a retired GP and she will lead a monthly group to discuss topics raised by
members, such as:
·
·
·

Nutrition and diet
Exercise and keeping fit
And other health issues in the news

The sessions will be held at the Century Bowling Club at 10.00 a.m. on the second
Tuesday of the month, starting on 9th May, 2017.
For more information on all the above new groups, contact:
Peter Rummer, KU3A Interest Groups’ Co-ordinator, at: ku3agroups@outlook.com
or 020 8907 3512

z
GROUPS ROUND UP

(Please see Diary of Interest Group Meetings for full details)

SHARING MEMORIES

Please note this group has changed from the first to the second Wednesday of the
month10.00 am – 12.00 pm at the Century Bowling Club. 14th June, 12th July, 9th
August.
New members are very welcome to join this friendly group. Just come along and
try it!

COMPUTING & IT GROUP

John Maund restarted this group on Monday, 8th May, at 6.00 p.m. at Claremont High
School.
Meeting fortnightly: 22nd May, 12th & 26th June, 10th August.
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HISTORY GROUP

Ruth Herman’s final edition of her "Tales from the 18th Century" is on 22nd June at
10.00 a.m. at the Century Bowling Club.

FRENCH CONVERSATION

Please note change of date and time from 1st June to the 8th June at 10.00 a.m. to
avoid a clash of groups on that day. Thereafter as normal at 2.00 p.m. on 6th July
and 3rd August.

ENGLISH LITERATURE

The group has now started reading Shakespeare’s ‘Julius Caesar’ with David Harris
and will be meeting on 6th & 20th June, 4th & 18th August, at the Century Bowling
Club.
(Editor’s note: Shakespeare’s Globe welcomes U3A groups to its exhibition and tour.
An "Elizabethan Experience" package, includes a tour of the Globe and the nearby
archaeological site of the Rose Theatre. Maybe we can arrange such an outing!)

BOARD & GAMES GROUP

New members are welcome to drop into afternoon sessions from 1.30 p.m. on the
first Tuesday of the month at the Century Bowling Club.

BRIDGE GROUP

This group is also seeking new members. Please give Norma Levy a call on 020
8904 3906.

QUIRKY LONDON VISITS

The next outing in this series is on the morning of Thurs. 6th July. It is a private
guided tour around the areas of the City of London hit by the 14th Century Black
Death and the 1665 Great Plague. The quirky part is that the stories are brought
to life by a guide popping up during the walk dressed as various characters related
to the story. The Tour starts from Tower Hill Station, is about 2 miles long and last
about 2 hours. The cost is £9. Please contact Louise on
louisebennett@btinternet.com or 020 8907 2060 or 07758 586813 if you are
interested in coming.

PLAYREADING

The possibility of setting up such a group is still being investigated. If you have
knowledge of a similar group elsewhere, kindly contact our Interest Groups’
Coordinator, Peter Rummer
KU3Agroups@outlook.com
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LATIN GROUP
Several members have expressed an interest in joining a Latin group. If you are
interested or know of anyone suitable to lead the group, kindly contact Peter Rummer on
KU3Agroups@outlook.com

FILM CLUB
The film club programme for June – August 2017 is as follows:
Monday - 5th June
"Showboat"
nd
Thursday - 22 June
"Hotel Rwanda"
Monday - 10th July
"Brigadoon"
th
Thursday - 27 July
"Chariots of Fire"
Monday - 14th August
"Vanity Fair"
st
Thursday 31 August
"Lincoln"
(Ruth – 50 Trevelyan Crescent, Kenton HA3 0RJ
Brian – 11 Mayfield Avenue, Kenton, HA3 8EX)

at Ruth
at Brian
at Ruth
at Brian
at Ruth
at Brian

RAMBLING GROUP
Sunday, 18th June
Turnham Green Thames Walk
th
Sunday, 16 July
Greenwich Thames Walk – through historic Greenwich
Sunday, 20th August
Osterley Lock to Greenford – Capital Ring section 8
– along the Grand Union Canal
(Further information from Kevin O’Doherty: kevin_odoherty@hotmail.com tel:
079598 482843)
MUSEUM & GALLERY VISITS
Eva reported that the Museum & Gallery group had visited the following since our
last Issue.
In November they went to see Picasso’s portraits at the National Portrait Gallery.
They also visited Somerset House to see a small, but interesting eaxhibition of the
Ben Uri collection and at the end of February they saw the Rodin Exhibition and
Expressionists.
Leighton House was visited in December, where they saw the beautiful home of
Lord Leighton with some of his magnificent paintings, including "Flaming June".
They also visited the David Hockney exhbition at Tate Britain and the National
Gallery to see the Michelangelo and Sebastiano Exhibition, which included some
lovely paintings, drawings and sculpture.
The group also toured the Royal Opera House in May and planned to see the
"America after the Fall" exhibition in the Royal Academy before it closes in June.
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EATING IN THE UK IN THE FIFTIES!
(submitted by: Pat Kiel)
Pasta had not been invented.
Curry was a surname.
A takeaway was a mathematical problem.
A pizza was something to do with a leaning tower.
Bananas and oranges only appeared at Christmas time.
All crisps were plain; the only choice we had was whether to put the salt on or not!
A Chinese chippy was a foreign carpenter.
Rice was a milk pudding, and never, ever part of our dinner.
A Big Mac was what we wore when it was raining.
Brown bread was something only poor people ate.
Oil was for lubricating, fat was for cooking
Tea was made in a teapot using tea leaves and never green.
Coffee was Camp and came in a bottle.
Cubed sugar was regarded as posh.
Only Heinz made beans.
Fish didn’t have fingers in those days.
Eating raw fish was called poverty, not sushi.
Water came out of the tap; suggesting bottling it and charging, would have made you a
laughing stock.
The one thing we never had on our table in the fifties….was elbows!!
KENTON & DISTRICT U3A THIRD AGM
held on Wednesday, 24th May, 2017 at 10.00 am
at the Century Bowling & Sports Club, Logan Road, Wembley, HA9 8PY
Followed by a talk by
Francis Beckett, editor of Third Age Matters
KENTON & DISTRICT U3A COMMITTEE FOR 2017/18
Honorary Officers:
Chair:
Howard Goldstein
Vice-Chair:
Vivien Spiteri
Treasurer:
Anita Maund
Secretary:
Judith Littman
Committee:
Speakers:
John Bishop
Membership:
Diana O’Reardon
Magazine:
Marlene Knepler
Groups Org: Peter Rummer
Outings:
Louise Bennett
Adele Setton, Richard Rumsey
(Welcome to Richard Rumsey who has joined the Committee)

z
KU3A Committee 2016/17
A big "Thank You"
to Gerald Knepler &
John Graveling, who
are standing down from
Committee.

z
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German Conversation
Helga and her books

National Gallery

Musical Museum
Wurlitzer
Royal Opera House - Covent Garden

Royal Opera House Tour 10/5/17
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